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A SURVEY OF THE MUSH CURRICULM n THE

KUMESOTA =ATE JEXIOR COLLIGES

/0 liTRODUCTION

Any normally conscientious teacher will sooner or later

ask himself some fundesental questions about the nature or his

work, his personal. effectiveness, even his professional raison

dlitre. Such questioning smw be even more moon for teachers

in the public Junior colleges for reasons which are Implicit in

the very =Woe of that institution. Such ere the considerations

and personal doubts, combined with vast ignorm.nce, which prompted

this West igation.

The connotations of the ivied university which attach

to the word Wawa, even in the phrase Antis, slam are perhepo

the reason for the shock to the novice when he finda among some

of his students the sem low levels of reading and writing ability,

tbs sane reluctance to %sok, the setae lack of interest and motivao

tion, the saw imuturities that he noted among his former students

in high school. (He is quite likely to have come to his junior

college job from a secondary ochool taaciang post. *A study by

Ifickert and Steck lain concluded that junior college teachers enter

college teaching more by accident than toy intentioni they begin

their eduottional service as high school teachers, take graduate

work on * perttime basis, arld later move to community college

tesohing posts.* (11, 137) ) He may begin to ask himself and

others sou quit* basic and often unensvaable questionss idly have

some of these students come hare? What do they went to get out of
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their junior college education? What does the state or community

'want to give them? Should the many functions and roles of the

junior college rightly be the responsibility of the public? Xf

so, are they feasibly combined in one institution? Is there enough

support to pay for then all?

For the teacher of English, those general questions are

followed by others unique to his special discipline and related

to the genera. pattern of his societyt liow many kinds of English

shail v. teach? To students of *gut lovels of ability, What

interests, *tat goals? How do we deploy our pet)le and facilities

optimally arti equitably among *11 our students? What should we do

about our students who, alter twelve years of school, cannot read

at twelfth grade level, cannot write a paragraph or even a sentence?

What kinds of *aerial should our students be reading? Should they

all be writing? 'What? What are good ways to teach writing? And

so on,

Surely there is nothing new or shocking about say of these

questions, which teachers hex* been asking of themselves and each

other for yews. This paper is another sesrch for wooers. it
vex undertaken after a yeses experience in a public junior college

and after meeting sad talking with teachers of English and of

other subjects mid with administrators, many of whom in one way or

another expressed similar uncertainties.

Before trying to determine in -which direction the twitching

of English should go, it seemed reasonable to chart the actual

directions in which it is going. This paper, therefore, is Intended
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as a report about current prattle's in teaching Emglish !nth*

state junior colleges* (Private junior colleges tm Minnasota and

the General College of the Univarsity were omitted because their

functions and student bodies are somewhat different from thos* in

public institutions.)

The purpose of this piper is duals To provide factual data

a basis for the exchange of Was, exporiencos, suggsstions for

improvsment9 and to evakus and stimulate such discussion* The

hop* is that this ottudy will bss a boginning of regular and oomm.

tinuing evaluations by those concermod with instruction in English

in the state's junior college**
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II. 90ME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Before turning to our own state and its prectices, it is

well to look at the junior college as an institution in the nation,

its growth and its functions, noting especially horthese factors

influence the English curriculum. Evidence will be cited, too,

of en increasing interest in the problems of teaching English tm

the two-year college.

rttLwth...ot...alUaititt.,,raUSSISLACiblLat12a

In sheer numbers of institutions and of student populations,

the junior colleges show a steeply inclined record of growth, from

* totel of 52 schools in 1920 to more than ten times that number,

573, in the fall of 1963, and from a total enrollment of 8,102 to

618,957 for the yeas 192044963. The growth of the publicly-

controlled junior colleges has been from ten in 1920 to 357 in

1963 (an increase of 3500 *no from am enrollment of 2,00 to

546,111 students tm that 43440yeer period. (It is interesting, in

comparing these two sets of figares, to note in the changing

prop(*tions the increasing ratio of public to private institutions,

which sw reflect the decreasing amebas of churchorelated institu-

tions.) /inch of this growth has occurred within the last ten or

twelve years, from a total numbwr of institutions tm 1955 of 309

to 845 in 1965. (All of these figures are free asualgtiAttntu

guastatLizaw.., 1967, p. 132.) In more succinct form, *Since

1961 nearly 230 twoftyear colleges have been established, and enroll-

mat in twolyear oolleges has almost doubled.* (VII, 1)

Because *More than twentrnew community colleges are being
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established each year,* (I, 1/), the projections are equally im-

pressivet "It has been estimated that by 1970 there mill ?se 1,000

two*year colleges enrolltmg nearly 2 aillion students." (VII, 1)

Pmrt of these increases is due to rising percentages of the relevant

age group (1841) enrolled in institutions of higher edusation,

22.3 in 191s6 and 38.9% ta 1962 (and prdbably dolible the 1946

figures by this time). (II, 52) Another factor in the inorease

maybe that tor various reason. (cost and comeniemee, among others)

the junior colleges will enroll fresh/ism who might otherwise attend

fosat'iear colleges, These two factors and 0* normal population

increase account for the projection that ". * junior oollego

enrollment will eventually include perhaps 80 percent of *soh

year's high school greduetes ** (I, 12)

Ctalgt0411**AlkigraiLUMUILMASaft

Minnesota shows the same pattern of grePith in its public

junior colleges, which all booms a state system in 1964* Within

the pm, decade, the ankber of such schools increased by 103% to

the present total of sixteen* (And six hem bean *paned shwa 19651)

Student populations show an wen mon oteanatIo trend alms

four a the now state institutions have been opened in popubation

centers and, with ma excaptIon. hare the largest mothers of students

in attendance of the colleges in the Oat* system* The total tantaar

of students in the public jtatior colleges has rissn Staa 4450 In

1954 to 9,367 in 1966, a 544% increase* As suggested lathe last

paragraph, most dramatic has been the berm* In nuMbers of students

in the past fiery's:re, from 50415 in 1964 to the almost double 1967
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fall quarter enrollment of 10,186. Compere ths large increase

between 1954 end 1966 of 481.8% for 41 the junior collages in the

state with the figure of 136.6% increase for the fourwseer colleges,

and it mill become apparent that in Minnesota, as in the nation,

the pressures of entering students will be felt chief4 in the

junior colleges. (Enrollment figures art from charts prepared

by thelligher Education Coordinating Commission of the State of

Minnesota.)

,
0104 6

Such exaggerated growth, disproportionately rapid compared

with the groeth of other educational oronisations, clearly reflects

new demands and new needs in this country. What are these needs?

A fte quotations from writers tm the field mill show that the

junior colleges are agreed, at /wort in, principle, on several main

roles *doh they must play. According to one official, Thome EL

Maroon of the American Aseociatim of Junior Colleges, tn an address

at the 1965 Tempe Conference (1l 10), the junior college has six

major reepomeibilitiest 1. Educationfor the student who plans to

transfer to a four*year institution, the transfer program

university0parallel loweredivision courses"; 24 CeoupetionaloteChnical

programs "Which prepare comeunity college students for gainful ea*.

ployment"; 3. Continuing education programs, "extended day or

evening programs"; 4. Repair (remedial) programs to "provide

opportunity for students to overcome deficiencies"; 50 General

education "constituting an.appreciable portion of the programs of

all students and having as its goals development of knowledge,

4
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skills, and attitudes designed to providl etudonts with * scale

of values umt which choices would load to richer stud more metninuful

lives, end greater service to society"; 6. Counseling and guidance

services*

Typically these goals we stated in catalogues in, somewhat

the following fashion (from Vat aktaitatownWk, College of tho

Desert, Pala Deserts California)s Objoctivess I. Academic preft

Ant.44ion for advanced study; 2* Occupational training, timel

ocapetence for its trainees"; 3# General eduoat$^n, "to inculcate

ettitudes and develop knowledge and skills essential to effective

living as persons, members of families, citizens, and warhorse*

This is a tall order, extd one finds, in tha literature,

legitimate questions about whether the institutios con end should

fulfill all of those roles# In, one recent book, the writers vase

these basic questions: "Should the twowyear college retain the

'open door' policy, or should tt ispose ottecttve admission policies,

thus eliminating individuals of limited *Wolin ability or inndsquete

beekground? Can ths eollegs simultaneously provide collegwotrensfer

prows.* of high quality and vaeational, technical, and community-

service programs? Wm am the college *4ept its programs to the

vide &aim*** in abilities, motivations, wad ago of its student,s7

What we the distimettve roles of the twowlear college which are not

merely ralectioms of either the eseondary schools or of fouroyear

colleges?' (II, 19) Another writer asks, "It # * is *tato education

through the fourteenth grads the birthright of evoryAmericam child?

Is the pe31ic junior college an extended imondery sthool, or is it

pert of higher education?" (Y, 27)
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While granting the necessity of embracing an of these

functions, writers ue various difficulties in implementing such

diverse aim.. One writer mentions faculty attitudes as a frequent

problem ',Before a junior college adopts this liven door] policy,

however, there ramt be a genuine sympathy for it on the part of

all the professional personnel in the college, end there must also

be acceptance by the policiemeketre of the unmistahable implications

of such a policy for a very broad educational program * The

attitude of the teaching staff must also be sympathetic with such

a policy. The student body cannot very iell be divided into

first., seconds., and thirdoclass citimene. Discriaination against

some types of students in certain courses cannot be permitted.

The 'open door' policy is not intended as an arrangement by which

a college for the acadenically apt takes on an adjunct of skis

cellaneous individuals who are tolerated for the sake of charity.

In staintainhip the proper campus spirit, the inAructional staff

has a tremendous responsibility.rr (VI, 4-25) knother writer sees

e. concomitant problem in evaluation stimdards. "There camlot be

only one standard of achievement, or only one expectancy

any more th3A. ...here can be only one program, if equality of

educational opportunity is to be a reality In an institution which

enrolls a heterogeneous student group.° (I, 13) Still others

NW difficulties in placement standardst "In order to maintain

accooptable standards while fulfilling its societal role, the twoirear

college mat make a olearik.cut distinction among the Attu* separate

program. What is needed is a restrictive admission policy for the

more demandthg programs and a more logical plan for the ever-ell
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organisation of 'administration** (II 209) Further, those authors

show the difficulty (perhsps unwillingness) to devote equal resources

to all phases of the curriculums *In one college irt a tight budget

year, !Or exasple, ** additional instructor far Binglish composition

was hired nth., than adding a second instructor in remedial reading*

The reading diagnostician, who had developed * fine remedial prom1

gram, resigmd because of the lack of staff to meet the needs of

a large segment of the students lathe college*" (II, 209)

Still stronger doubts of the ability and desire of the

junior college* to fulfill these litany roles vas expressed by Roger

H. Garrison in a recent 'address to a conference of junior college

faculty sacabers st the University of Minnesota, when he cited a

college newspaper that rated Its school's new catalogue as !high

oath* list of fictionel reading available to students** Mr*

Garrison implies that the college does net fulfill its several

steted functions abash* smys, wish* statemmnts of alas and purposes,

fOr the most pert, read like the academic jargon equivalent of the

Boy. Scout lave, laced with an amorphous piety of intent that sounds

unvosstionably noble** (214 18)

The public junior college* in Minneset* profess threes':

four solo goolet properation for transfer to * fourtyear college;

education terminating loan Associate ot Arts degree after two

yore (the terminal program); vocational (occupational, teChcleal)

training; tad general education fOr all students and, indeed, almost

anyone lathe immunity* These aims ere typlosalli stated in eadh

of the catalogues as, for example, to the cat* st, of Rochester
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State Junior College (page 9); me primary functions of the

Rochester Junior Colley* are es fellowsz 1. To offer the equi*

valent of the first two full years of work at the aliversity of

Ainnesot* and thereby at most colleges and universities, thus

enabling students to enter a four*year college with third-year

standing. 2. To provide one or two years of vocational training

foe qualified students in areas in .which ouch training is valuable

to students and to the community. 3. To provide an adequate *mount

of general education for cur vocational students, and to provide

for our transfer students that portionof their general education

uhleh is feasible during the first two years of their college training.

4. VI provide college credit course igek and nonmorledit courses on

an extended*schedule basis for the adults in the community." In

addition, one college, Willmar, states, as ono of its functions,

provision for "preparatory courses designed to overcome deficiencies

in preparation beer* errolling in certain college level courses,"

the repair or remediel role mentioned by ?Jr. Pierson.

These maw and varied purposes end the huge enrollments

that continue to increase precipitously have special impact on the

English currioulut Ma the junior colleges. There ace the Obvious

pressures of increasing meows of students, who must sometimes be

taught by poorly prepared instructors in overly large sections,

and of the nscessity of composing and initiating many different

hinds of curriculums tailored to the many aims and kinds of students.
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Zn addition, subtler pressures are at work* In an address to the

TeRpe Conference, Albert R. Kitshaber mentions some of them There

is, first, the pressure exerted by the fourulyear colleges and uni-

versities who *often, hold up their own freshsem and sophomore courses

as models for the two*year colleges to imitate * The' Obvious

danger tm this tendency Is that oourses intended to serve students

who are seeking a baccalaureate degree ere not necessarily well

adapted to the needs of the many students in two-year colleges

who have other educational goals** (I, 2) (lis adds, inoidentally,

that such courses in the four-year colleges *con *wooly be said

now to deserve uncritical imitation.") Another pressure vill come

trma programs, often federally sUbsidiseds for vocational education

*ash support the midOvicusly utilitarian, pert of the curriculum

and therefore the prestige and influence of the vtoational point

of view and its numerous advocetes, Already there *re marbling*

against literature and similar 'impractical' or 'frill' subjects,

and arguments for sUbstituting something celled, grimly enough,

'Vocational English' in place of more generalised and liberal courses**

(I, 2) Flnallys Mr* Kite/Aber sees pressures from the secondary

schools because *Fundamental changes in school English courses

appsar certain during the next Paryeers,* and, as with meth,** * * the

twolyeer colleges, and the others as well, will sooner or later

find themselves Obliged to revise their English programs * * 0

because of these pressures from below * " (1 2)
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Prodded and pushed by the community, by the different needs

of students, by Um:various goels of the two*year colleges, by the

fouroyeer *shwas, by the huge student populations by all of the

pressures, peeken and silent *01. it is mo 'wonder that tearhers of

English in the junior college have been reacting by thinking and

talking and writing. These activities have taken the forms of:

le sa extensive national survey of the Ihtglith curriculum in the

junior colleges speneored joirtly by .thrn National Council of Teachers

of inglish and the Conference on College Composition and Comamication;

20 arrimal rogionl eonfereaces co the use subject, held each

spring and similarly sponsored by the NeCeTeEe; 3. writings on the

subject In the by teachers from all parts of

the Gauntry; and I. institutes such as one recently sponsored by

the Nuivarsity o.t Minnesota ea English most limednifies in the state

jtmior colleges.

Of these verious efforts at cosmatication end eelf*einaluation

ens .cheuld soma= save more speoific details from the national surm

titled MaillialmixessizSaidgri, completed in 1965e Based

on the responses of 479 teachers in 239 twolyear colleges, the survey

wrote suet: matters as English raquirsaints for graduation, placement

in comp:mitten covosts, content of the reviler E lish composition

warm, remedial English ooursim, honors :nurses, teachers! quali*

fications, Wye problems of tveaching in the junky college, and

other 'areas, including some needed studies and recommendations of a

general nature. Sam details of the findings will be given later on

in this paper in connection with data in siittilar areas but, at this
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point, a listing of the implications of the survey should be mentioned)

they are paraphrased from stalk at the Tempe Conference-by Samuel

Weingarten, one of the directors ot the survey.

After making an important point about the heavy teething

loads and class sizes in the Y.14101r 0011064010 MO. Weingarten calls

rattention to the need for olsar-eut criteria for sectioning a

wheterogeneoui mass of students with varied degrees of preparation,

with varied abilities and goals.* Me cites also from the survey

"the greet variations ift cutoff scores far placement in the regular

English oourst, the wide range f writing requirements and text-

books." Teachers seek gulden so he says, and there is therefore

"a watt need foe local =x ta. it sational study groups, two-year

college affiliates a li*C.T.Z. ,s Me finds of great soncern

the handling of remedial °curses, which "we cannot wish out a
existence a," and he stresses ths "need for the development of

sore suitable teadhing materials for sudh instruction than exist nov.s

Finally, and moot startling, *The report shows us that beset as these

teachers are by innumerable instructional problems, many of them

nevertheless retain an aloofness and a disdain for professional

studies o * * which could save thee from being poorly prepared

and disadvantaged, large numbers of whom ere to be found !now

tuo-year colleges** (I, 294%10)

A few ectths later, at siC.C.C.C. meeting in Sta, Louis, in

kind of "Confiteor," Robert W. Danielson pithily summed up the

findings of the Surveys "Wst confess, first, to accepting teaching

loads that make effective instruction difficult if not impossible*
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Setoond we confess to accepting from the four.oyear institutions

'unworthy originals' tor our transfer courses. Third, we confess

to accepting free educational psychology theories of learning that

de net work with remedial students. Fourth, we confess to accepting

meesurement devices that do not help us piece our students in ap

prepriate " courses. Fifth, we confess to aecepting teachers

poortly trained in the discipline of English. Sixth, se confess to

accepting teachers with little knowledge of the purposes and

functions ofour institution*. Seventh, and most domaging of all,

we have in the past accepted t weemingy endless perpetuation of

this intolerable state of affairs.* (10 /ID)

Many of the same sentral issues predominated at the

regional canfereases on English in the Two4ear Colleges in 1966.

In the AsksjalligE4W0g0 VUflan Je Sowell report* these as

the problems oft 1. identifying and placing terminel students)

2. &siding en what types of specialised courses should bit worked

out for 0000tiommietiftloal programs) 3. improving remedial courses;

4. reducing student and class loads; sad S. renolving the (mallet

between the Itberelmstts, genera education and the practioel,

spestalteed ourrioulums. Me eaglet's* noted the fbllowing we**

of needed resecteht the *admit: SUO4fts of transfer students at

foarmyear colleges, the development of adequate diagnostic and

plseement tests, grading standard*, remedial programs, evaluetion

of meterials, and gradate courses for junior coflegs teechers of

Anglish. ('JM 0149)
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Thus again and again the same concerns are expressed. Many

of those will also be apparent in the collected results of this

paper and in the comments of some of the English instructors in

this state.
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ra* Iliee OF itin STUN

A *los ionnaire was drawn up (sere Posedix B) which

cowed these orates student data 1*** rdative peroentagns of

transfer and terainal studente and soadado abilities es massured

by hish wheel /mak end A.C.T. **posits seores; credits in Einglish

requited Ar various divan and progrikitsj title* tit desoriptions

of operas* offered in the ANAL** depertments; remedial oourses;

levels et instrtoettea (realber of levels, patentor* of students in

emelt, **Aiming criteria); does sloes; oefteat of freshman coat-

position ~ass; *pea ef textbooks used for Ionia= kinds et

~we; sosobook ***planetary meterials weed; methods of

imetrestios; sind follesimep* /a *Mitten* respondents

wore mind to wawa set these or oigher aspests of toashiag

lemellsh 1* the jailor collopt*

These gasetioneatres were seat to the *halm* of Thealish

depertanate le all *Luton of the Mate junior tone's* in Nisansota*

Letters that lathed the purposes of the stett ageompenied the

questiommeires*

Of the s ible reopens's, levee vsrs roosivel in

be ineluded la this study, er about 70 poresat of the total

umber possible* Tho quostiossaires were. fer the most part* quite

fully aad seeloust$ anivered* Noy respeadents seat syllabi or

course outlives, lists of textbooks, prietted se eineolit401011 adds*

for frostaways emu sample themes Awl almost all teak the time to

writ* personal oomeents* Sows of these will be quoted (enenymously)

where they 0:e pertinent

The erswers to the various parts of the questIonnidre were

then *Mated arad these romans will be esantsd in the following

notion*
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Iit. RESULTS Or IRE SUPATVI

IMEtiketkajletaba
Of the sixteen junior colleges in the stet* system, *gem

responded to the questionnaire, including three in the etiNpa of greatest

population density, the Twin Cities. (A list of respondents Ls given

in Appendix A.) The area covered rep:agents al/ parts of the state

*wept for the westernmost part. The oldest to the youngest inok

*Muttons are represented, from one founded in 1915 to two which

opened in the fall of 1967* (The question of act* ta a somPosent

in the sflavorif of a junior college is mentioned in foiho Goes Where

to Juva ler College,* an A.C.T. Research Report by *how M. Riotords Jr

end bory A. arasksap. In correlating data about atudents mitering

verious institutions with sons characteristos of such institutions,

the authors speatt of *Conventionalise" insteed of "Age* of

stitAltiOrto They do not explain the term, but the very choice

connotes a certain attitude on the part of the inetitution.)

/ft els*, tool the reporting institutions range from one

with the mealiest study bottf (233) to oft with the lergest (1,401)*

(*rot latent figures from the Higher Education Coordinating Coss*

mission of the State of Minnesota.)

let these total enrollment figures do not give a coapieto

picture of the strains and pressures that en institution is subject

to when rapid growth occurs in a relatively short time. Here per

centsge of annual increase is reievant. Exviuding the two newest

junior colleges (and brand.nev c4,1eges have their own stresses),

there are percentages of increase in umbers of students for the
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period 1994 to 1966 ranging from 96 b) 708 parcel*. AU but otut

school showed percentages of ilurealle Mir 200 percent. The student

population in the state os a whole increased by 546 perces**. (Peri*

cottages of increase were computed and furnished by the Rif)ter

Bducation Coordiatting Commission of the State of Plinneseta.)

oat
. is

Inlet ere thw like, these many students who comprise this

swelling junior college population? 1m this section we will see

their professed plions and their abilities, oo for te these are

aecertainable end in relatice to nationsil trends.

The questionnaire sought to determine the numbers of students

lotto dotter* themselves to be either transfer tat terminal. Of the

nit* respondents who furnished this information, most said that the

numbers of their students who intended to terminate their formal

education with the junior college were in a distinct minority,

ragging .02 percent to 3745 permit* oar ono ooltsgo (in the

metrspolitiec area) gave 69 percent as its agate iltw Umlaut students,

end the ether two colleges in the same area had higher percentages

of doctored terminal stutients (37.5 and 33 percent) than the other

**hoots. Relatively higher Teeportions were noted in colleges

*hutted in tether populous areas.

These figure* would indicate that transfer students era in

the majority, but this soy not really be the ease. Although

statistics are not available that would show exactly what percentage

of junior college students in the state actually continue in a foursoyear

institutton, some pertinent quotations about the national trod nay
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perhavs apply to the situation in Minnesota*

One cannot assume, on, the basis of stated plus, that al/

who declare themsettes to be transfer students actually do trensfer,

tor, as one writer states,"0 * e ter greater number of students

clessitY tilemselves as transfer studettts than do eventually transfer

to a fourwyear college * r this process a subetential mother

who would normally be classified as transfer students are actually

terminal stgAente in that they tame/vats their formal schoolim at

stme time during the junior college yews** (VI, Ite) Or, aa a

rought estimate, "We can expect leu %an halt of the junior college

graduates to transfer to senior colleges *w (1, 12) Roger H.

Garrison, in his talk at the University of Minnesota, estimated an

CV= greater proportion or nen4rensfer to teamster itudentss

illiemeniber, two-thirds ot ow students do not transfer, stad that's

a longAerm, steady statistic ttst is not chaegingi" (1V, 18) One

writer explains the phenomenon thus: wrYpically, students resist

terminal progreent and accept tawa only atter en initial academic

failure. As a matter of fast, only 10 perceAt of the tanowyear

colleges in the country declare themselves as being chiefly

oriented toward terminal education, 12*? percent declare

themselveu as being chiefly oriented towards college transfer*

Students enter college, regardless ef wewieus evaded* failures,

want* liberal arts, preisedioine, e preftlear curricula* They can

usually be ownseled into * two0year terminal leogrsea only after

they hog failed in their original intention** (I, 95)

Related perhape to the fast that fever students transfer than

originally plan to is the level of their academic ability Unfortunately,
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this kind of information was furnished by only six of the respondents,

and, of those, one used a different kind of measurement (CAR, the

combination of high school rank and MSAT scores) from those used

by the others. Any kind of conclusion about academic abilities

cannot therefore be given. Cme may merely note some medians tm

high school rank and percentiles of A.C.T. scores* The range in

medians of high school rank was between 61 to 32, and in C.T.Ac

percentiles from 63 to 39 Interestingly, the higher medians were

to be found tft smaller colleges tm the less populous areas. But it

sant be reiterated that these few statistics are insufficient for

making arty general statement.

It is appropriate, however, to cite some sadism of the

American College Testing Program. Based on their 1963 and 1964

tests, the mediens of the composite scares are 18,5 (In a scale

of 1 to 36) for freshmen tm two-year institutions, 19.7 for freshmen

in four-gyear institutions, end 21.8 for freshmen tm institutions

which offer master's and doctor's degrees* (X, 11.014) Pertinent too

are statements by writers on the Junior college. Medsker writess

nThe availdble facts indicate that the average academic aptitude

level of students entering two-year colleges Ilsomewhat below that

of those mho enter fourolyear colleges * Also it is obvious that

the students enrolled intransfer programs score higher than students

enrolled tm terminal programs * * * On the other hand, roughly 30

percent of the students entering junior colleges were above the

mean of the students entering fourowyear colleges." (Vp 30, 36, 38)

In similar vein, Reynolds says, nJunior college students

with the greatest ability compare favorably with the soot able
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students in four-year colleges 4* * The less able in the junior

college drop sUbstentially belourthe less able tn the ftar-syear

colleges. It is quite natural to expect that the computation of a

mean or a median for the junior college student mill be lower than

that for students in fouroyear colleges 0 The contrast Larynges

of ability between students in junior college and those in four-year

colleges and the ccasequent contrast tn the soma or median ability,

is likely tolling)** even more pronounced** (V1, 47) Mr. Reynolds

explains this latter statement toe citing increasingly rigorous ad-

mission standards of faur.year institutions mhich would have Out

effect of encouraging those not admitted for reasons of poorer

academic ability to seek admittance to the open-door junior oolleges.

Malley, in their study of students entering minus kinds of

junior college., Richards and areskamp evaluate not only academic

achievement, tat other student qualities (sad* as goals, extra-

curricular activities, etc.) and concludet *In Short, twwietar

colleges tend to have less talented students than four-year colleges

have, regardless of how talent is defined.* They summarise typical

patterAs of students entering junior colleges thus's " * * twowyear

celleges attract pragmatic students seeking vocational trainingi

they are less attracttve to talented stuoints who are academically

and intellectually oriented * (VII, 1243)

aiiUltainktaitaiLla=digaita

Almost ell of the respondents reported es a general require-

meat twelve credits in English for both the Aerociats in Arts and
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Associate in Science degrees* (The two newest institutions had

only tentative requirements.) Twelve credits generally means one

year's work in English, but small exceptions wry be noted: One

college requires nine credits for the Associate in Applied Scienze

degree, and another requires nine credits for a diploma. The

general requirement of one year's falg lish is consistent with the

national picture, for the survey reports that a year of freshman

english for the Associate in Arts degree is the typical reqt.tirement.

But not all schools require English, end, "It is probably the

strongest students who get the most English, god the weakest who

gat the least.* (XI, 18)

One junior college in Minnesota reports that English is not

required for the "terminal business secretarial certificate."

Another states that all students may be excused from required

English $ ince *A student cannot be forced to take any course."

'Mese of the schools excuse students of high ability from some or

all of the freshmen English courses, one on the basis of "high

scholastic scholarship exhibited in the classroom,* mother on the

basis of an advanced placemem score of +34, and the third on the

basis of "A.C.T. scores plus entering English, Blue Book score."

In the first tvo cases, the student is excused from only one

quarter, but is encouraged to enter classes for those of higher

ability for the next two quarters.
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EitagliftSUMUALSIMILAWASI

Since ens of the unique oharacteristics of the junior

college is its magi different functions, one should natural4 ex

peat that the required English wiil showmen:" different types of

courses, and we shall see from the variety of course titles that

this is the ease. (+Course offerings listed ban are taken from

the mailable, current oata3ogues0

All of the institutions, of course, offer a transfer course

in eempeeition for freghsta. (Tuc of the colleges even have freshman

bows ~see.) In all e-;ses, this sequence et three quarters work

with four groats each satisfies the requirements for grnduation. As

lathe four-year colleges, the content places a how emphasis on

expository' writing and the reading of **m**, articles, eritisisalo

etc*, with one quarter devaed most4 to the techniques of research

and a resew* paper as the main Froject. Another qunrter generally

introdmoes the student to, various literary genres; hare the student

writina is apt to be of the Critical, literary 41* variety. More

will be said about the *Intent of the **Ohm= **position course

in* later secties4

In addition to the standard transfer freahmem *megaton

course, eight of the junior colleges offer a non.transfer course

*1frsho alone or tm emebtnationwith one other, wiLl fulfill the

requirements for graduation* Narmtna three or four credits for

each quarter, the student in this course is likely to encounter

revievof the 'basics* (presumably grammars usage, punctuation,

and opal:Una). Re will also do largely expository writing and will
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as in the transfer course, read in various literary genres. In

addition, "communication" and "mass media" are often listed as

part of this course.

Some of the junior colleges recognize that * * English

communication cuts across all lines in, vocational requirements 4 *

EngliSh, therefore, is a Trerequisite for all educational programs,

but the content should be adapted to the students and their educational

goals." (/I, 232) There ere, therefore, some course offerings of a

vocational nature for the nonAransfer student, including Business

English and English Compositton for Nursing Students. In additions

one institution offers three quarters of Technical English. For

the non.trensfer student too, some colleges offer review or remedial

courses in composition, but these will be discussed in this section

later tel.

Aside from these two main freshman courses, a variety of

others may be available to freshmen in a few of the collegest advanced

exposition, creative writing, efficient reading, puma/ism, mytho

logy, etc.

For the sophomore year, all offer English literature tm

a survey course, organised usually on a chronological basis, In a

three quarter sequence of ftve, four, or three credits. Nine of

the colleges also offer an analogous course tm American literature

in three quarters of three credits each. In addition, some schools

teach advanced composition or writing for one, two, or three quarters

fOr sophomores, and a few others offer courses in modern literature,

creattve uriting, or journalism.
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Per wally it is interesting to note some other course

titles in various junior colleges in the *country, es reported in

the 190 surrws adranced gremaar; itiloeophy, logio, ethics;

advertishw oow; etalish far foreiga students; radio erut TV writing;

vooebulety; ohildrees literature.; the Bible; and others. (ri, 3.4)

The repair role of the Junior colleges is menifested in

the limglish currioultse in fewer than belt of the :tkesponding departaents.

Only two of the respondents offer reuedial reeding works and seven

offer no remedial writing. iihen such cows** ore offered, they

we required of the student on the basis of his high school

some*, samplAt themes, the Purdue English Placemiwit test,

or a cembination of thou alter!** Of the six totoo responded to

the question, four felt that such irograaw ars generally effective

(1401, for 75 pereent or more of the *Wats), while two felt

Volt 25 percent or fewer benefited. It should be noted that two

of the colleges toga do not now offer remedial writing courses

Imo/lost* in tbe commas that suoh work will probably be added to

the swim efferiags.
This fellsvs the motional pattern reported in the survey.

*Fiftisitight perm* of the 1$7 chairmen of departments of Wish

describe remedial Wish mute**. Another 10 percent indicate that

they' plan to innovate sueh *mots within the next yew.* (X, SI)

Sildinlio *At tisport satisfaction with their remedial programs

Other relevant matters mentionAd in the survey involve the problem

of goofing standards in these ~sits, the value of gramaar and the

dads of growers the us* of programed material, nethode of inP

*Unctions me teacher preparation for these courses. In summery
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the authors of the suroy conclude, N that the remedial function

is an into *1 end indispensable part of the English curriculum of

the twolyeer college which has am open-door policy * * . It must be

regarded es a shasmossof the basic English program . ,N and

they urge further study of the comparative effectiveness of such

progress. (X/, 51-54, 81)

inflEALIMedn1ll41

In addition to the repair function of the junior college,

which is implemented in English through remedial courses, there is

the further goal of training students for coveral different edu-

cational and vocational goals. The questionnaire asked, therefor*,

for information about the number of different levels of instruction.

About half of the respondents (six of ten *a° answered this pert)

said that their student* were grouped homogeneously into different

levels, including honors, transfer, terminal, end preparatory

'(prtsumably remedial). Generally the grouping 'btu into two levels

transfer and nonAransfer or transfer and renedial. In all

oat school the ratio of students in, transfer courses to those in

terminal or other non-transfer courses was approximately two to ones

i.e. about 65 to 70 percent in transfer oourses sod 35 to 30 Sawn-

transfer worsts.

One exception to this proportion vas the large, city junior

oollege where 32 percent of the students are in the transfer course

and 68 percent in the non-transfer oourse. This point is mode tn
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connection vith sone findings in the national survey which high-,

light the special needs of the open-door college, especially its

comyeatity-linked problems, fa,' the survey shove that educetionally

disadvaftesed students, both city end rural, ere likely to be found

in the colleges' remedial English courses* *The educational pro

btems of the community are harvested by the towel community

college.. (XL, 21)

Finally, it is noteworthy that of the six colleges reportirg

0:atking, five are in the large population centers*

The criteria used soot commonly in stationing students are

high school rink end A. C. T scores* A fey respondents mentionad

other standards, such as IA*, *ample themes, vocational goals,

teacher or counselor reocamendation0 All but one use a combixation

of various criteria* lone of the respondeas indicated specific

cutoff scores for sectioning into various levels, and this study

cannot therefore infer what the relative standard* in the different

colleges my be* laut here it is relevant to cite ease of the

rational findings *bout the wide range of cutoff acmes: * the

cutoff score for placement in regular Ell*lish can vary as much a*

forty percentile levels. This indicates that eollege transfer

ftglish cannot possibly be the some course with similar goals in

every pert of the country** (XI, 214

61611a,thieLeat
The following average class sizes were reported by the eleven

respondentss In the transfer freshean English sections, five averaged

25 students hut 27 or 30 were reported by three end two cativo

*1.
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respectively. Of thoft4 offering terminal fres!usukt English courses,

trhree of the fire limited these sections to 25 studentss. Remedial

oomposition sections were wen smaller, with most reporting overage

sixes of 210 to 25 students, and one Wet said 17. atter cotwees

varied greatly in average wise (from 15 to 50, with the larger

aversk;es cited for lecture courses (English literature, mythology)

and smaller cluses for writing courses. These averages follow the

national pattern ithare 25-student composition sections predominate,

with somewhet smaller remedial reading groups, but not remedial

writing, where 25 students per section is most coesion. Here, too,

the literature class** have larger numbers of students, 30 to 35

in almost half the schools reporting. (as 5)

fr
As we have seen, almost all Junior college students are

required to take a year of English. *sat era they taught in that

year? Here the responses indicate 4 quite uniform practice throughout

the state, a practice which in turn follows the national. trend.

The questionnaire listed eighteen possible areas of the co,ositon

course which might be covered in any given school, but it did not

separate these into transfer and non-transfer course*.

All of the departments reprtfing teeth these:mreas in freshman

compositions paragraph development, rhetorical principles, re:Search

piper writing, end writing mechanics (spelling, usage, and punctuation).

In addition, nine also teach the use a library references, logic and

argumentation, and description. Half deal with vocabulary, and a few

indicate that they cover language history and sestantics, In the
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sticky area of grammar, half list as part of the regular composi

tioni course the teaching of traditional and structural grammar*

(One respondent even mentioned transformational grammar.) In

other, miscellaneous areas, two or three schools report that they

include the following in their freshman coursess narration, oral

communication, listening, moss media analysis, and business writing,

It seems clear also from catalogue descriptions and course outlines

that ima.jimative literature is part of the freshman English course,

either inconjunction with cospositionor as a separate quarter's

work, which then includes the writing of critical studies. In

summery, the salon course content scamp very like the WA,*

logoue mniversitycourse. This is the gyneral finding, too, of

the national survey*

The exeunt of writing required is apparently fairly con-

sistent within eadh *0)001, for eight of the respondents report

uniform theme-writing requirements within the department. Altboutti

the number required per quarto ranges from ftve to ten, the average

seems to be men or eight themes for each student per quarter. In

total number of wile, of the five who answered this question, three

report avenge of 2,000 to 2,500 words ptr quarter, with 40000 and

5,000 for the other two, (This is apparently one area of teach/MI

in which teachers may feel that they are not doing a sufficient

amount, for on* respondent, after answering that section, wrote,

*Pretty low, nor')

Wen compering these with tha national medians another of

themes written, one finds similar requirementss 21 to 22 themes per

year. (Data in the survey is given on a semester instead of a
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65 30*

quarter basis.) In amber of words, however, the requirements in

the Minnesota colleges are slightly below the national medien 0a, 34-30

Some of the respondents nut student guide peophlets or

mimeographed informetion sheets which contain themeowriting instructions

for student*. These cover ere** such as procedures for submitting

late themes, definitions end penalties for plagiarism, form of

themes, aisigned word count, lists of serious errors, instructions

for completing each assignment, and even sawle themes, bibliow

graft forme, and business letters.

kitizatterasustisibia
In the matter of textbooks, the questionnaire sought to

determine the general types of books used in composition liters-,

tam, and remedial courses. Sine* the number of different titles

available et this level seems almost infinite, textbooks were dowsed

in genera, such as anthologies, woo readers, genre anthologies,

proposed texts, etc. The most popular kinds a texts in compost

tion were essay reader*, gremmar handbooks, end rhetoric texts.

Dictionaries end controlled research books were reported used by

five departments each, Other types of textbooks (ligniraege study

workbooks, programed text, logic text) were ear4h mentioned by one

deportment es being used in the oomposition noose. In literature,

snthologies were mentioned by almost all of the reepondents. ?our

or five departments also said tirzy use poetry, short story, end drama

anthologies for this kind of course« Those schools which offer

remedial courses reported usiki in them essey readirap framer hand*

books dictionaries, and programed texts. Overall the clear preferences
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ewe for essay readers, grainer handbooks, and rhetoric texts in

the composition courses, and literature anthologies tn literature

courses* The aational survey notes these same trpes as being most

popular, but, even vith the aid of a computer to handle its many

responses, could discern no pattern of use, for o the variety

of combinations staggered the imagination of the programer.' (Xl, 1l)

The schools were also asked to indicate other types of

instructional materials in use. A surprising nuMber (ten) said that

they use overhead projector transparencies, one mentioning sped*

ficany the S.R.A. composition sequence. At least tight use atudent

course outlines or guides, whicn are generally mimeographed, but

may be rather e1egant4 printed. (The contents of these will be

discussed in a separate section.) In imidition, three or four

colleges variously use magazines, films, maps, bookliets and

recordings. SimilGrly4 the national survey shows the use of much

staff*produced material, with between 75 and 85 percent reporting

the use of course outlines and instructions for writing, book lists,

spelling lists, correction symbols, grading standards, etc, vim. the

some areas covered by student guides as we have noted in Minnesota.

(XI, 43 44)

iottsgameateek
Four types of genera/ classroom activity lecture, diem

cussion4 recitation, and laboratory ware listed on the question--

noire, and respondents wire asked to indicate approximately the

percentages of class time spent in these various 'toys. Five of

the colleges showed at leest fifth percent of the time spent in
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lecture* with the reminder distributed among discussion, recite.

tion, and laboratory; and six indicated that most of the class time

was vent in diecusaionoracitation and laboratory work, with a lesser

rooportion of the time (25 to 30 percent) devoted to lecture* There

was no way of showing whether ttmse ratios varied for different

types of courses, although one college indicated that for terminal

courses 30 percent of class time was devoted to lisboratory (one

assumes this to wen inotlass 'writing anxi revising)* /tore then

half of the schools devot4 some class time (between 5 and 30 percent)

to laboratory activity* It should be noted that ItAL of the res

pondents use a oombization of the lecture and discussion claseroom

activity, as is observed too in the national survey where 8? to 88

percent of the almost 300 collegn responding combine lecture scut

discussion in the regular composition own*. (XI, 38)

In addition, various other kinds of teaching methods were

mentioned as part cif the clan period. These include the use of

programed learning in clue* drill and blackboard work, presumably

in remedial courses. One college mentioned team teaching in its

freshman amglish course which is for 8 or better students* Almost

all (We) of the respowlente said that individual student eon

ferecons were a regular part of the class time* This is in sharp

contrast to the national practice as reported in the survey, whore

no mention is made of individual conferences during the class period

although this technique maT perhaps be assumed to be Included in

the writing laboratory m)hich :s reported by a few schools. (Xl., 38 39)
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All but one of the English departments report that syllabi

or course outlines are used, and more than half report both that the

same ones are used by all instructors in a given course and that

syllabi are individually developed and used. The implication may

be that instructors teaching the same courses may vork together

to develop a course of stilly, but one cannot determine from this

just how much latitude Is used La adapting such a course of study

to individual class situations* The national survey reports that

more than three-quarters of the institutions polled do "have a

syllabus for the regular freshman Englith course 0 Almost 52

percent of the teachers report that their syllabi were written by

a faculty committee * 0" (XI, 39)

Six of the responding departments sent materials which wily

be termed syllabi or course outlines* These are worth close scrutiny

since they give a quite detailed picture of the actual content, cad

often the methods of freshman English. Such materials may vary from

mimeograPhed sheets to printed booklets mhich are part of the supply

of books purchased by students. These syllabi may be intended either

for students or for instructors.

The written statements meant for instructors clarify the

philosophy of the course and its objectives* Through most of then

run the similar themes of emphasis on communication as a two-oway

street, on awareness of sell and of the world around, and on critical

thinking, as a few quotations will shows One college writes, "Self-

awareness, appreciation of gocial involvement and the changing en

vironment, willingness to do and re-do until quality s and
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skill becomes habltual these ere our goals * Perhaps the

most important task of the anglith courses is to persuade the

students that thinking clearly is am obligation of all citisens

of our try end our world . 0 We try to inspire our students

to be eritioal, to be careful, to think clearly, to read with

understanding and clarity 0 0* Another institution sets up

certain cbjectiveet *To understand the role of lenguage in human

life; to understand the diffitrent uses of language, to learn to

use lengusge confidently end effectitmly; to learn to respond

critically end intelligently to Isogon*** 'Yet another school

statee some Goan oro acquaint the student with the strengths

and limit* of language, of media, of genre, of style * to help

the student learn discriminations between judgment and opinion,

informed opinion and received opinion, validity and truth, fictions

and rettlity . 4 4*

Mbre commonly, statements about the courses are prepared

for use by students and silw include all types of relevant matterst

ocurse °NatWest (in the students' terms), list of required and

supolemetAART textbooks, theme requirements, reading assignments,

units of instruction, grading standards, general instructions about

departmental policy', and model sesple themes. Typical Objectives,

to these ere written for students, *re the follovingr which ere

elected from various schools end course levels: To become swore

of levels of langusge meg** To understand the role of imam inter*

action through communication. To learn to Wok clearly sod to

speak responsibly. To learn *Mt° distinguish between reports,

inferences, end judgments. To learn to enjoy reading Nnd to develop a
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set of literary irtendards. To learn to use the evository methods

of exemplification, definition, and clusification or analysis.

To help students write short expository papers acceptably the

kind of writing mitt students will do extensively in their college

courses and in their careers. Teaching the student to formulate

his mel ideate and teaching the student how to express those ideas.

To help the student formulate Ms own ideas, he shell be introduced

to inductive and deductive thinking, enalysis and olusificet ion,

and research reading In summary, the clear expression of

ideas in correct and idiomatic English is the final objective of

the freshman Siglish sequence.

In the natter of theme assignments, a few of the colleges

give vary detailed and strisctured guides. For instance, themes may

be limited in number of words, in number of paragraphs (often only

one during the first Tauter), in methods of development, in areas

of subject matter, even in sequence of sentence*. Reading assign

meats ore laid out in both =its of material and page numbers in

the textbooks. Guiding standerds ore spelled out by at least three

of the schools. For instance, one institution cites minimum standards

for a C papers satisfactory development of subject, buic originality

of all content and expression riot credited to a source, acceptable

diction, acceptable sentence structure, correct spelling, and setts

rectory punctuation. In a ley cases, too, plagiarism is defined,

and the penalties for it art specified. Finally, some miscelleneous

matters may be ;.`..-.A;14"....sed in student syllabi such as school or

departmental policy on absences, late themes, conferences with
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instructors, lists of correction syMbols, manuscript fora, revision

or rewouritino of thaws, and, as noted abeN144 sample themes.

The mtional curvy gins no informatkom *bout the content

of syllabi or course outlines.

1241011402,

This section of the questionnaire wee art attetpt to detsrft

aim whether any replay sod formal frpr000dure far obtain* toter

isitigoittlAalt traluations of students' cesesmicatiem skills', existed,

II most of tho *Mew, was doss, partly because, of course, at

lout, three wee too net to have set up such techniques and oollected

results. Slat four schools reported that they do have mans of

asseisthe skills at a later tins, One said that all sophomores take

the Sequential Mot of Educational Prof 'mu Agothor NIS had stmv"

dardised tests administered by the warseelino department sad also

observes *Weft ht schiaved claims in English. Of the Woe

sources fif laformation, tromeripts of university work lora cited

met eamonly. There is apparently insufficient infersation about

the results of work dom In Mg lish fOr instructors to make Judoesnts

on that basis shout the effectiveness of the Esolish curriculum,

The response was nixed in anew to the question, 11013 the basis of

this follow** data, are you satisfied or dissatisfied with your

Boglish ourriouluteri Om department hesdts characteristic and

forthright rase* epitomises both the spirit underlying this study

and the conesnts of many other teachers: Baglish teachers are

new sat1sfiedi19
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Sine findings in the national survw should be given here

since they show that teachers of English might teel encouraged if

they could find out about the later progress and success of their

students. Of the 187 department chairmen iitto reported about the

later academic careers of their students, all bit four said that

their students did st least as well in a fouroyear institution as

they had done in junior college, and many eleo felt that follow-up

intonation of this kind helped time revise the curriculum. The

natiotutl survey also reports that, tcttwiat*1t,, there exist no

follow-op studies for students who have completed the terminal course.

(X1, 8-9)

,A.11
I t4.14.14).4

The last pert of the questionnaire solicited ccaments about

any aspect, of the curriouluit or en; problems of teaching in the

junior college. Eight of the respondents submitted helpful state

mints from which it has been possible to abstraot and 09,1:Ayer!**

opinions reflecting sone problems of teaching and, especially, of

teaching in the junior college. These will be cited along with

similar statements in the national survey.

Tvo of the institutions mentioned several psremIsl dit

acuities in tesching nglIshi 1. Too h and too varied material

Presented in the course offerilVs (" * ve try to cover too WA% *

we are expected to spread our teaching talents thin because of the

number and variety of courses we teach"); 2. Formidable amounts of

yelper *milt, both in spading themes and in executing administrative
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requirements; 3* Lack of evidence of effecttveness ("4, , the im-

mediate results of teaching composition and literature are often

difficult to measure .4)1 and 40 Problems of departmental con-

sistency in grading standards of written work* In this connection,

one college is experimenting with "grading seminars" this year.

each member of the department submitted sample themes graded A0

Co and Fp and these were discussed at one or a series of meetings

held to ensure "common evaluattve standards*"

There were many more statements which reflected problems

of teaching that are unique to the junior college* One respondent

stated previous dissatisfaction with the organisation of the com-

position course and with the ineffectiveness of a grammar review

in freshman composition. Another mentioned "An extraordinary number

of 'low' students this year * at a time when the department

experimented with dropping the remedial course * *" with

"disastrous" results* Two schools aentioned the difficulty of

ftmding suitable texts: "Literature texts for terminal students

are scarce," end "We have never been completely satisfied with any

reader we bave found. Most of them have selections that *re o4y

vaguely relevant to some topic the etudent might want to write

about or study." Still another stated as the "'biggest problem * * *

English placement standards*" And lastly, one respondent noted

that "Our biggest problem is finding teachers who have some course

background in composition, journalism, creative writing -- something

relevant to freshman composition * they tame no genuine interest

in the problems of composition*"

Dlt there were also positive statements. Two department
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chairmen, for instance, were proud of the freedom given their

instructors to tailor courses and *to develop their own techniques

within very general outlines*" Ono noted especially the *freedom

and indtvidual creattvity of cur instructors* For our freshman

English programs we have a general frameomek * * * but ths individual

instructor is free to operate in any umy within the general frame-.

work** Three respondents mentioned general satisfaction with the

freshman English programs *At ths present we are more satisfied

ulth the results in oomposition * due to the content and logical

progreseion of the material** "Through the pest severs1 years we

have worked out our freshman Bftglish program so that we are now

generally satisfied with it** And, *We ere rather proud of but

not entirely satisfied with our dtversified program fbr the

freshman student** But nevertheless piens for improvement are

mentioned *In the light of the shifting student population *0*

perhaps in the direction of more tracking and remedial work*

Most of these comments, both the favorable and the unw

favorable ones, can be resisted to those mentioned in the national

survmy as *Unique problems of teadhing English in the two-yeer

college00 These problems were collated from the responses of the

239 responding Junior colleges and were then separated into a dozen

general categories* Thsse categories in turn seem to relate clearly

to particular characteristics of the Junior college considered as

an institution' which we saw in part II. For example, the national

survey cites the needs for motivating *Urge nuMbere or students

who lack interest and have unfavorable attitudes toward composition

and literature,* the *wide range of preparetion, ability, interest,



needs, backgrounds, and goals within a single composition class .

and the necessity for remedial programs. All of these problems of

teaching English, may ultimately be related to the open-door polidy

of most junior colleges. Again, the survey cites I. the need of

recognizing that "the twolyear college is an institution for

helping students on whatever level of ability or achievement they

are,* 2. the continuation of high school attitudes where "the

development of a mature academic atmosphere becomes an impossi-

bility," and 3. the nagged for two-year college minded teachers."

Those problems may all be connected with the fact that the junior

college is still seeking its own identity and trying to develop

its own special flavor and personality. Other problems mentioned

by the survey, such as minimization of English courses, NAlere

the emphasis is on vocational, practical courses," or the need for

two40way articulation with:both the feeder high schools and the

fouroyear colleges, -- those prdblems and others which the survey

revealed are basically related to the comparative youth and the

multiplicity of functions Itif the junior college as an institutico.
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lc CONCLUSIONS

What oonclusions are possible from this apparently someghat

inconclusive data? Are there disoeroible patterns of curriculum

*Ad procedures in the vari ty situated, variously sidd, end

diversely populated junior colleges in the Minnesota state system?

Perhaps surprisingly, the answer is rat,

, That there is a maternity in junior college English appears

in maw characteristics and preeticee noted in, the previous sections

percentages of deelared transfer students, number of credits re-

*tired for graduations the offering of transfer freshman Smash

cod sophomore *Wish literature (with non-transfer freeborn English

and with Megrims literature offered by three-quartere of the schools)

clad silos of betessen 25 end 30, the number of themes required in

the **show coepesit ion sourest, textbook types used, the oolbined

lesttweAli1nuosio4 methods in the classroom) prevalence of individual

student motoremes daring the class period, and the use of syllabi.

in addition, the content of the freshman English °ours* ball the

responding dmpartments included paragreph development, principles of

rhetoric, research paper writing, and review of writing mechanios.

Alm, imaginative literature is taught ta the freshmsa courses, either

Ina separate quarter or in sonjunction with deposition, Inane

other way there was a surprising degree of similarity *song the

oollegess a essayists absence of innovetton and experisentatian with

new approaches and mormethods.

lot that there ars also differences in practice appears in

certain other areas. For example, some colleges have dsta on the
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academic abilities of their students, and others do not. Some

group their students homogeneously, and others do not. Some have

regular follaw-up procedures (at least, tor the transfer students),

and others do not. Some offer remedial coursesio and others do not.

Nor does there seem to be any great concern about their type of

course, for neither those institutions offering remedial courses

nor those which do not have commented on the effectiveness of the

course or the need for it (with the exception of the two who tn-

dicated that such courses may soon be instituted).

Inferences on the basis of such a small group meo, not be

valid, but it should be observed that in a few areas of this study

the outstate and the smaller colleges show similarities uith each

other and differences tem the larger schools in population centers.

For instance, the outstate colleges report the highest percentages

of declared transfer students and the related higher medians in

A.C.T. scores. Further, the smaller schools show lack of

homogeneous grouping, in contrast to the larger, city.situated

colleges which report comparatively higher percentages of non

transfer students andhomogeneous grouping. Because of smaller

student populations, too, some schools are less able to offer

variety In theft. curriculums.

As noted in the last section, under general statements

by the respondents, the negative comments basica4y seem to reflect

a concern with the identity and the functions of the junior college

as an institution. One cannot know uhether this concern is increasing

with the increasing nuMbers of students, but certainly its presence
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is quite prevalent* It is atenifested not only in the consents of

dissatisfaction, but also in the tentative plena to introduce and

to strengthen remedial old nonotransfer courses

Finally, it should be inferred that English instructors

have not the tie* to concern theasslves with lets 1amed1at4e pro.*

biros or currioulwe and instruction* One of the deportment

heads, for example could not participate in the survey at all;

he spoke of the lack of time and seenpover to help with the task*

Perhaps other t "respondents were slailarly pressed* Mother

department chairman WI to wait for a between*querter break in

order to find the time to answer the questionnaire, and all took

maw weeks to return their questiontatires* For all the respondents

this additional work constated SOON precious tins needed for the

priaary job of teaching, tine which is ill spared from the heavy

verk loads of the junior college tneher* In thia connection,

one sight potuler (end possibly question) the statement by Samuel

Weingarten that ** * beset as these teachers are by inratmereble

instructional problem, aew of then nevertheless rstain an aloof*.

miss end a disdain fee professional studies ** (I, V)
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vl. RECOMENDATIDNS

Implied throughout the findings and the suamary of this

paper are sevvral needs which English departments might consider

when they think about the curriculum best suited for the institu-

tions and the students they serve. These remmiendations are

long-range goals and surely cannot be implemented, or perhaps even

begun, under present conditions at vork for understaffed departments.

But part of being a professional teadher means beim always open

to new ideas and improvement in the way one works, being willing

to take the extra time and make the extra effort in order to

instruct better; it means also having the intellectual curiosity

to think about and read about and talk about the values implicit

in the work, especial4 as these pertain to the field and level

with which one is associated* In this spirit, therefore, I hope

thst some of the following suggestions miott be considered*

lbs:..k4g412LSHttisala4.1tdd be re414w1121111.111,11taLWILSC

ite.2041.1.1.42.40.11.11181'.9.21.1.022.Latla..12441*

Are we trying to do what ve say we will do? Within our means, are

we making every attempt to teach Wil.of our students inlays suitable

for all, at thet: lovas of ability, with their limitations of

backgcound and goals In mind? Zf ve are not honestly trying to do

all we can fIrr all aur students, why rot? Should our goals or our

methods be thianged? These are some of the questions we should be

asking ourselves continuously, lor today's situations are not those

of yesterday, nor will tomorrow's be the same as today's.

2. We d find and u e rel akftsjtors..1.21,Atteja
sOitttleljajejattummaszttanaskc,_,Lagl.an We cannot do this job
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alone, but we 4v:o1d always be looking for objective standards by

which to judge our students' abilities. How can we know whirrs to

begin with instruction unless we know at what level our students are?

This need is not, of course, unique to the junior colleges in

Nionesota, but, as we may see from the reoommendations in the

national survw, is true in junior collegee elsewhere. Even in

mmasurements which are currently used (A.C.T. scores, high, school

rank and grades, N.S.A.T. scores, etc.), we have seen that half

of the sohools responding to this survw either do not Woe or

did not furnish any information.

30

Perhaps vim do not note htwe facts about our studsnts their

abilities, their goals. But surely, transcript* of high school

work are available, tests may be administered and records }opt,

incoming interviews could be made part of a student's file. Is

the lack of this data ale to underetaffing or the absence of

effort?

That this is a need felt

by sow of cur colleges is evident in the .4ommatnts made in answer

to the question about whether there was maw regular follow...up pro

etkire, comments such as; Nish we did* %ht. *results of teaching

are often diffioult to messurc Rimed* of Atture academic success

ars most surely necessary if we we to evaluate objectively our

methods. PUrther, it should be possible to categorize scam of the

reasons shy our junior college dropoouts leave school* If English,
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for example) is a big hurdle which some students cannot surmount)

obviously English departments ought to know this. even a crude

series of subjective statements by students dropping courses would

be helpful. The need for follow.up data is recognized by Reynolds

when he writes) "The value of this information is its usefulness

in forming policy and developing curriculum .1 He notes that

followup of transfer students is fairly common) but quite uncommon

for those who do not transfer to four-oyear colleges end writes

that) nu rate of followup activitor drops even more sharply for

those students who either drop out during a semester or a quarter)

or iftkiidthdraw from the junior college before graduation4* (V10 68)

That tht leek of this information is a national problem as veil

as one in this state should pvovide no excuse to delay gathering

foliowooup data,

5#

islautatt*.statmeLisam
A.

samfattati What Is the content of each? Is the

non4rensfer course really difftrent in kind or stagy watered down?

Whet are the grading standards for each? What) for instance) dm

a C in a transfer freshman course mean compared with a C in a

transfer course?

EassamulsottUriagbajmaistatgarisu Assuming

that we have moderately reliable criteria for judging students'

capabilities) rtpw should these be used? What, for example) Should be

the A.C.T. cutoff scores for placement indifferent course levels?

We should bear in mind the almost complete absence of consistency
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in standards in the nations for the ti.C.T.E. data on placement

found * 0 * that students placed in an honors section at one

college would be in a regular *action at a second college and in

a remedial course at a third institution.* (Is 60) This survey

of Minnesota institutions shows no data en relative standards,

but neither is there any basis fez assuming uniformity of standerds

within the state.

C. BgediVjamiamitimi. Here there seam to be only

questions and no answers. Should the junior college include ree.

mediation as one of its functions? On what basis do we decide letx,

needs remediation? Are all defects Ithich need rmeediation really

remediable? By %that methods? To what levels of achievement? Ely

what kinds of teachers? The national survey and writers in the

field se* this weft; ss perhaps the most Iva:leant in the whole

field, as these quotations attest: *The responsibility of pro

viding for students who come to us in the two-yesr college who have

somehow failed to achieve a sufficient level of skill in reading

end writing to do college work east be accepted as a fact of life

by all teachers of English in the two-year college." (1s 100) And

in the sus vein, *Mow students ere graduated from high schools

deficient in reeding skills, in oral and written expressions and

in basic mathostical skills. Noncredit reasdial courses often

enable students to overcome these weaknesses and thus successfully

to cowlete oollege careers." (Vi, 19) Finally, u James H. Nelson

points out, * sou of the basic assumptions underlying remedial

Er:elfish programs in twosome colleges hors not been fully vtlidated.



Coo of these assumptions is that the English deficiencies common

to junior college students are remediable and a second assumption

is that special courses are required to remedy these deficiencies,"

(I, 58) That the problem uill increase instead of disappear grows

likelier as fourwyear colleges impose more restrictive admission

standards and as * largwr proportion of high school graduates

enroll in higher education, we must; look to ourselves

and our attitudes towsrd this kind of course, Would most junior

college instructors teeth remedial courses voluntarily? If not,

how can *Ott positive attitudes toward remedial courses (and the

students who need them) be instilled end cultivated? Wbat ambit

done *bout better training and recruiting of teaohers to do this

work?

DI yzakuk, As on the seconder/ sdhool Isvel of the

English curriculum, this is a perennial question in *Z1 of its

facets, but in the junior college thsre are additional complica-

tions because of the vocational training function. We shoold be

asking many questions, Why do we teach writing st all? Assuming

different purposu in teething welting (for use in college4evel

courses, in, business, in journalism), Should the methode and **sign-

meats differ? One instructor *she, sCould reading be sUbstituted

for writing? In some cues it nay perhaps be more valuable to

students to be able to read directions that to write reports.* (4 98)

Should students with different abilities and goals learn different

kinds of writing (nerration vs. exposition, for example)? What are

the relative advantages of in-clotss and out-of*class writing? Is

frequency of writing a help toward facility? Is thorough revision
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inhibiting to the student, or dots it encourage precision in thought

and correctness in mechanics? Are many short essignments better

than a few long ones, or vice versa? What are the values of the'

research paper? Should mil students write one? Is the control/et

research reader an improved or merely an expedient tool? In short,

all the same questions need to be asked and rooeeked, even if 044

may think that we cannot errive at complete answers.

64 ILASMUSZLititnaged Since

it became apparent that, even in a small undertaking such as this

study, teachers of Boglish in the junior college have no time sway

from their immediate duties to devote to professional improvement,

the means should be swot to free some of them fro* part of their

utrkload for study and communicationwith others. These instructors

cannot be expected to worry about larger USW; and instructional

innovations when they are struggling merely to keep up with such

increasing numbers of student* as we have noted.

7.

412/4111.401-22alkAii.MOOM

Beginnings have been made by the Minnesota State Junior College

%ford, the Minnesota State Junior College Fatuity Association, and

the University of Minnesota. The enthusiasm gencrat -1 by opiyortunities

to ocamunicate with colleagues and by the exchange of ideas makes

these occasions worthy of some financial support by interested

sponsoring weoups. At the very least, sate few teachers of English

in the state junior colleges should be helped financially to attend

regional end rational conferences, such as the N.C.T.E. sponsors each

year on English in the twooyear college, or theC.C.Z.C. meetings.

rt..t4 4
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sons ot these suggestions ere berati the mars of inclivitimei

teachers* depertoterfts, inetitutiono* But seas *en be begun

by one teacher worldna in one olessr000t. Perhs this study wilt

inspire such effort.
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APPIADIX

usr OF MAE= STATE XX= COLLEGES PARTICIPATINO IN TEE aRklit

Atatin State Junior College
Austin, Minnesota

Brainerd State Junior Co llers
Brainierd, Minnesota

Hibbing State Junior College
Hibbing, Minnesote,

Lakewood State Junior College
White Beer Lake, Kinnesota

Mesabi State Junior College
Virginia, Minnesota

Metropolitan State Junior College
Minneapolis, Minnesota

North Hennepin State Junior College
Osseo, Minnesota

Rainy River State Junior College
International Fells, Minnesota

Rochester State Junior College
Rochester, Minnesota

Vermilion State Junior College
Ely, Minnesota

Willmar State junicr College
Minnesota
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QUESTIONNAIRE
A SURVEY OF THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM IN THE

MINNESOTA STATE JUNIOR COLLEGES

1. Name of institutiont

2. Student Data

ArgravamftennonimairmsroodWrowswasseammorgromPtmamore

A. Number of male stUdents Number of female students

13. NuMber of studenti enrolled ini'Termtnal Program

Transfiii"Program..

C. Usino quarters or tenths (or any other fraction which you designate),

please show the number of students grouped according to:

1. High School Rank: (Examples Top tenth - 16 students, next tenth - 29,

etc.)

NAIIIINIMIIMM1101110.1110.1WOMINI

4MOVEMINIMPOOPININIIMION111111.1110111

4

Comrosite Scores: (Example: 76-99 percentile - 27 students,
51-75 percentile - 46 stvdents; etc.)

ANOMININNIAlempliasimompolwro.....011MININL:

3, Required English

A. Is English required for:

1. Associate in Arts degree? How mapy credits?

2. Associate in, Science degree? How many credits?

3. Associate in Applied Science degree? How mapy credits?

4. Certificate? How many credits?

S. Other categories? (Please specify.) How many credits?

6. Does one credit equal one class hour per week?

B. May students be excused from required English7 Which

courses? On what basis?



English Curriculum Survey Questionnaire 2.

4. English Courses Offered

A. Please list the titles of apy English courses offered which are not.

shown in the curreat catalogue. (It Is assumed that all courses listed

in the catalogue are afezred each year.)

11
imiammiumersogargmmorwOMMIUMPftb.

Aorieq

B. Remedial (Repair) Courses

1. If remedial reading is offered, is it optional? Required?

If required, on what basis is assignment to the course made?

SINI^JOIONIMIIII.ORMININNIMIMIIIIIMMININPM10161.110111111114 11101111110111MIMMINIMIPININIMIMMOWNIMI VisoirissmaraGriwitanea..

Is credit given? How much? Nay it substitute for apy

required cOurse? Which?

2. If remedial writing is offered, is it optional? Required?

If required, on what basis is assignment to the course made?

01111111111111111111,111111110,11116116e. 'Ow. NNW .1-

Is credtt Oven? How much? Nay it substitbte for any

required course? Which?

3. Is it your judgment that remedial programs are effecttve for

100% 75% 50% 25% or fewer . of the students

enrolled in such classes?

Levels of Instruction

A. Are students grouped in classes heterogeneously?

B. If not, in how many levels are they grouped?

C. How many students are there in each level?

waseamee.Aesc ,
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English Curriculum Survey Questionnaire

D. Which of the following criteria are used in sectioning students?

High school rank' Educational goals AX.T. scoreb''

I. Q. Vocational goals Student's option

Sample theme Teacher recommendation
.11111411INIIMMINININ

Counselor

recommendation Other WOOMIINNI immorpornm.rowarrrorralimosemormamirarob

6. Class Size - Please indicate the approximate average class size for:

A. Transfer Freshman English section

B. Terminal Freshman English section

C. Remedial Composition section

101. Remedial Reading section

E. Other Freshman English courses

IOW ..0011411. emirlmlasmagaserrimormaxrawasormarsaiwirsatarmaxemsgassommome

Sophomore Courses
.

Composition Course Content

A.. Please check any of the following areas that are taught in the freshman

composition course. If these differ for various levels of instruction,

please indicate for which levels they are applicable.

Paragraph development Basic principles of rhetoric

Research paper writing Use of library references

Vocabulary Language history Semantics

Grammar: Traditional tructural Transformational

Spelling, Usage, Punctuation Logic and argumentation

-. Narration Description Oral communication

Listening. Mass media anlysis Journalism

Special vocational skills, e, g. business letter writing or report

writing Others



English Curriculum Survey Questionnaire It.

B. Are there uniform theme-writing requirements in the department?

What is the range of number of themes required per quarter?

Average number of themes required per quarter? Or, approximately

what is the average total words per student required per quarter?

8. Teaching Materials

A. Please indicate the kinds of textbooks required in these types of courses.

Composition Literature Remedial

Reader

Literature Anthology

Grammar Handbook

Rhetoric Text
b

Poetry Anthology

Short Story Collection

Drama Anthology

Dictionary

Language Study

Workbooks

Controlled Research

Programed Text

Miscellaneous

B. Check which of the following are used:

Magazines Films Records Maps Course

outlines Students' guide to freshman English Book lists

111NeN11011111,

111141.10WONIMININIVOIONIP

MO*

111111141111111,11MIONIMINOMMINENIN.

IMINP11101111111111MIN

11111111111IMINIIIMMINOINI

vollwanilMirolomm.asorow

List of grading symbols Overhead projector transparencies

Others

9. Teaching Techniques

A. Approximately what percentage of class time is spent in these ways?

Lecture Discussion Recitation Laboratory

flo
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English Curriculum Survey Questionnaire 5,

B. Which of the following techniques are a regular part of the class period?

Programed learning Drill Blackboard work Team

teaching Individual student conferences Television

Others (specify)

10. Course Outlines

A. Are syllabi or course outlines used? Are the same ones used by

all instructors in a given course? Are syllabi individually

developed and used?

B. If any course outlines are available, please enclose them when you

return this questionnaire.

11. Follow-up

A. Do you have any regular procedure for obtaining later independent

evaluations of studentst communication skills? Please explain briefly.

VIIIInNIONINNINIIIM111111101011011101111111.1

MMamO...MIsmitiwp.m^INIvtaillIMMBINPIMMr/
B. Check one or several sources of later information.

Later college work Employers Community sources

Instructors in other fields Other

C. On the basis of this data, are you satisfied or dissatisfied with

your Englidh curriculum?
=11.111111=0111111=MEMMIlwanlogimm141.10.11111141111ImMIIIIIIIN.10...1.011.01111=11111, Owsellrownl..1

12. Please feel free to write on the attached sheet as much or as little as you

like about your philosophy of teadhing English in the junior college, about

day-to-day problems of the classroom, your opinions of types of textbooks,

your ideas for changes in the curriculum, your criticisms, or anything else

related to the work. Suggestions for opeaers: "Wetre proudest of . . . .0

Nille7d like to change . . . . " "We think that Englidh in the junior college

ought to . . . ."


